Eye saccade dynamics during paradoxical sleep in the cat.
Cat eye movements were recorded during wakefulness and paradoxical sleep with the technique of the scleral search coil in a magnetic field. During waking, eye movements consisted of a succession of saccades and fixation phases. During paradoxical sleep, the pattern of eye movements displayed drifts of variable velocity and direction and short fixation phases, upon which saccades superimposed. These saccades displayed a repetitive, stereotyped, asymmetrical pattern. The maximum velocity/amplitude relationships, i.e. the main sequences, were determined for spontaneous and visually induced saccades of waking and for the following types of saccades during paradoxical sleep: (i) isolated saccades accompanied by ponto-geniculo-occipital (PGO) waves, (ii) isolated saccades accompanied by eye movement potentials (EMP), and (iii) saccades in bursts accompanied by PGO waves. The slope of the main sequence relationship of any type of paradoxical sleep saccade (from 21.7 degrees/s/degree for isolated saccades to 35.6 degrees/s/degree for saccades in bursts) was higher than that of any type of waking saccade (11.2 degrees/s/degree for spontaneous saccades to 14.7 degrees/s/degree for visually elicited ones). Furthermore, during paradoxical sleep, saccades in bursts were faster than isolated ones. This demonstrates that different neurophysiological mechanisms subserve the generation of waking saccades, paradoxical sleep isolated saccades and paradoxical sleep saccades in bursts, or that the oculomotor system is in a different state of excitation during these different sets of saccades. These findings throw new light on the functioning of the oculomotor system during paradoxical sleep and are discussed in terms of the functional significance of paradoxical sleep saccades and PGO waves.